Allosterically controlled single-chained maxizymes with extremely high and specific activity.
For the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), attempts have been made to design various ribozyme motifs that can specifically recognize and cleave BCR-ABL fusion mRNAs. In the case of L6 BCR-ABL b2a2 mRNA, it is difficult to cleave the abnormal mRNA specifically because the mRNA includes no sequences that can be cleaved efficiently by conventional hammerhead ribozymes near the BCR-ABL junction. We recently succeeded in designing a novel maxizyme, which specifically cleaves BCR-ABL fusion mRNA, as a result of the formation of a dimeric structure [Kuwabara, T.; et al. Mol. Cell 1998, 2, 617-627; Tanabe, T.; et al. Nature 2000, 406, 473-474]. Specifically, we tailored the maxizyme with molecular switching function: the maxizyme splices a cleavable GUC site, but only when it appears within a strand of mRNA that possesses the abnormal splice junction. We demonstrated that this approach is generalizable [Tanabe, T.; et al. Biomacromolecules 2000, 1, 108-117]. All the maxizymes designed in the past functioned as a result of the formation of a dimeric structure. Questions have been asked whether a similar molecular switching might be possible within a single molecule when two monomer units of the maxizyme were connected via a linker sequence. We found that an analogous conformational change could not be induced within a single molecule when two maxizyme units were simply connected via a nonregulatable linker sequence. However, an active conformation was achieved by the introduction of an antisense modulator within the linker sequence that adjusted the overall structure to the correct form. Results of studies in cultured cells suggested that the desired conformational change could indeed be induced within the modified single-chained maxizyme and such a construct caused apoptosis only in leukemic cells with the Philadelphia chromosome.